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We study the interaction effects on the condensates by considering a model of one-dimensional bosons. The
harmonic external potential allows for the formation of a condensate in these systems. Using a density-
functional theory-type formalism we obtain an equation describing the condensate wave function in the limit of
very strong interactions between the bosons. We then consider a model of strongly interacting two-component
system of bosons and study its stability conditions. Similar to the weakly interacting case, the two-component
system exhibits coexisting and segregated phases depending on system parameters.



























































The observation of Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC!
phenomena in trapped atomic gases@1# has led to a surge o
research activity. The thermodynamic, ground-state st
and dynamic properties of condensates are thoroughly
viewed @2#. As the number of atoms in the condensates
creases the deviations from the weak coupling descriptio
the effects beyond the mean-field description will be m
and more important, and this fact has been recognized ea
on @3,4# and emphasized recently@5,6#. Another interesting
direction in the recent studies of the BEC is the interp
between the dimensionality and interaction effects. The p
pects of creating an effectively one- or two-dimensional c
densates appears to be very optimistic.
Our aim in this work is to study some properties of
strongly interacting one-dimensional~1D! boson condensate
in harmonic trap potentials. There are several motivations
undertaking such a study. First, in highly anisotropic tr
potentials as used in the present experiments, the c
shaped condensates are formed which may be modeled
1D equation@7#. It is also suggested@8# that thin atom
waveguides may be used to realize 1D gas of impenetr
bosons. Second, the role of strong interaction effects ma
studied in a model system where an exact solution to
homogeneous problem is known. We use the local-den
approximation to describe the interaction effects on the c
densate and obtain a new equation valid in the strong in
action limit @9,10#. Bose condensates with strong interactio
have attracted considerable attention, and our calculat
are intended to describe some of the ground-state prope
of these systems.
The 1D bosons have been the subject of various work
recent years@7–12#. Pearson, Pang, and Chen@13# studied
the interacting Bose gas in 1D subject to power-law pot
tials employing the path-integral Monte Carlo method. Th
found that a macroscopically large number of particles
cupy the lowest single-particle state in a finite system
hard-core bosons at some critical temperature. The vali
of the Gross-Pitaevskii~GP! @14# equation even at zero tem
perature when the interactions are strong is an impor
question in our understanding of the boson condensates.
1D condensates are usually modeled by a suitable avera































rameters within the GP description@7#. In the strongly inter-
acting limit, 1D bosons are described by a new type of n
linear Schro¨dinger equation~with a fifth order nonlinearity!
as discussed by Tanatar@9# and Kolomeiskyet al. @10#. The
strong interaction limit corresponds to the infinite hard-co
problem envisaged by Girardeau@15#. The correspondence
with noninteracting spinless fermions are noted and solito
properties are investigated@9,10#. Recently, Girardeau and
Wright @16#, by studying the time evolution of the conden
sates when the external potential is turned off, found t
coherence in strongly interacting bosons is lost. We also c
sider in this work the mixture of 1D Bose condensates a
study their phase segregation properties. In our model ca
lations we investigate the effect of the external potential
the stability of the overlapping condensates in a tw
component system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
we obtain the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation for 1D con-
densates in the strong coupling limit, and discuss the m
features of the condensate wave function. In Sec. III,
study a model of a strongly interacting two-component s
tem and study its stability conditions. We conclude in S
IV with a brief summary of our results.
II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL BOSE CONDENSATES
We consider a system of interacting bosons in 1D c




the dynamics of the condensate in both the weak and
strong coupling regimes we use the method developed
Nunes @6#. In this approach the energy functional for th
condensate is written in the spirit of local-density appro
mation in terms of the ground-state energy of the homo
neous system. The nonlinear equation for the conden
wave function then follows as the Kohn-Sham equatio




dxH \22mUdcdxU21 12 mv2x2ucu21e~r!ucu2J , ~1!
where r5ucu2 is the density ande(r) is the ground-state





























































B. TANATAR AND K. ERKAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 053601absence of an external potential!. Minimization of the total
energy functional subject to the normalization conditi
yields
H 2 \22m d2dx2 1 12 mv2x21]~er!]r J c5mc, ~2!
where m is the chemical potential. The problem of 1
bosons interacting via a short range (d-function! potential of
arbitrary strength has been solved exactly by Lieb and L
ger @17#. In particular, the ground-state energy is given
e(r)5gr/21 . . . , where g is the dimensionless couplin
strength. The expression fore(r) is also known as the Bo
goliubov result valid at smallg. Thus, Eq.~2! with weak
coupling expression for the energy of the homogeneous
tem becomes the well-known Gross-Pitaevskii equation w
a cubic nonlinear term. The properties of 1D condensa
have been the subject of many works@7# in the weak cou-
pling regime, where the coupling strengthg is treated as a
parameter. The calculations show that a condensate clou
a certain size depending ong andN exists at zero tempera
ture because of the external potential.
We now turn to the limit of very strong coupling betwee
the interacting bosons. For large coupling strengths the
ergy density is given bye5(p2/6)g2/(g/r12)2, and in par-
ticular, wheng is infinite, it simply reduces toe5p2r2/6.
Using the above Kohn-Sham form of the equation of mot
we obtain
H 2 \22m d2dx2 1 12 mv2x21p22 ucu4J c5mc, ~3!
for the condensate wave function in the strongly coup
limit. Interestingly, the new nonlinear equation contains
fifth order term, and the cubic term is altogether missi
The above fifth order nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation was
also obtained by Kolomeiskyet al. @10#. In an earlier work
Kolomeisky and Straley@18# argue from a renormalization
group analysis that the correct local-density theory pred
Eq. ~2! for 1D impenetrable bosons. It was noted@10# that
because of the boson-fermion equivalence@15,17# exact den-
sity profiles can be obtained and the accuracy of the pre
mean-field approach can be tested. The fifth order nonlin
Schrödinger equation is found to describe the condens
density quite well for largeN. We also mention here tha
according to Girardeau’s theorem@15# an infinitely strong
repulsion between bosons in one-dimension effectively tu
the particles into noninteracting spinless fermions, as d
onstrated by Lieb and Liniger@17#. Girardeau’s theorem is
exactly satisfied~at the Thomas-Fermi approximation leve!
for infinitely strongly coupled 1D bosons in an external p
tential, which was shown in the previous works@9,10#.
In Fig. 1 we display the numerical solution of Eq.~3! for
several values ofN for the condensate wave function in th
strong coupling limit. We use the harmonic oscillator leng
aHO5(\/mv)
1/2 for scaling, thus the condensate wave fun
tion is rendered dimensionless byc(x)→(N/aHO)1/2c(x).
Remarkably, a condensate seems to exist in the sense t



















Thomas-Fermi~TF! approximation to Eq.~3!, straightfor-
wardly obtained by neglecting the kinetic energy term,
also plotted in Fig. 1, and we observe that it is quite accur
for a range ofx values except at the edge of the condensa
Using the argument@19# that the balance between the inte
action energy (\2/2m)p2(N/R)2, and the confinement en
ergy mv2R2, to determine the size of the condensateR, we
estimate it to beR/aHO5(pN)
1/2 which is in good agree-
ment with the numerical results shown in Fig. 1.
The strong coupling effects in condensed Bose syste
have been addressed by a number of authors. Ziegler
Shukla@20#, using the slave-boson technique, found that
effective potential grows only linearly in the asymptotic lim
in contrast to thec4 behavior in the GP functional. Thus, th
condensate becomes weaker and is easily destroyed by
tuation effects. Cherny and Shanenko@21# proposed a strong
coupling generalization of the Bogoliubov model. Our r
sults indicate that a condensate exists even for an infini
strongly interacting 1D model system. It is interesting to no
that recently Doddet al., Eleftheriou and Huang, and Gam
mal et al. @22# have found ac5 correction term to the GP
equation by including three-body scattering effects in the
inhomogeneous systems. It would also be interesting
check our results for a strongly interacting bosons with
short-range potential in 1D~also under an external potentia!
by Monte Carlo calculations to see if the new type of no
linear Schro¨dinger equation correctly describes the prop
ties of the condensate. Recent calculations by Giorgini,
ronat, and Casulleras@23# could easily be extended to stud
the system considered here.
III. TWO-COMPONENT SYSTEM
Following the realization of Bose-Einstein condensati
in single-component atomic vapors, experimental efforts s
ceeded in creating overlapping condensate mixtures@24#.
The phase and density dynamics of two-component bo
mixtures have been investigated in a gas of87Rb atoms with
two hyperfine states@25#. Theoretical work concentrated o
the study of the various properties of two-species Bose c
FIG. 1. Condensate wave function~in dimensionless units! in
the infinite coupling limit forN5100, N5500, andN51000 par-




STRONGLY INTERACTING ONE-DIMENSIONAL BOSE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 053601FIG. 2. Density profiles~in dimensionless units! of a two-component strongly interacting Bose system. Number of particles of














uredensates@26–30#. The stability of the boson mixtures again
phase separation, the behavior of collective excitations,
tunneling effects between the condensates are investig
In the case of 1D condensates Girardeau and Wright@16#
considered interference effects when the confining poten
is switched off, and found that coherence properties
largely lost.
To study some properties of strongly interacting bos
mixtures, we consider a simple model of two species w
different masses, i.e.,m1 andm2, respectively. The total en

















2x2 are the external harmonic potentia






5uciu2 are the densities. In more realistic cases the exte
potential frequencies may be allowed to be differe
and effects of gravity may be included. The coupl
nonlinear equations that the Bose condensates satisfy
given as













































Note that the coupled nonlinear equations describ
strongly interacting condensates are different in struct1-3
each
ensates.
B. TANATAR AND K. ERKAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 053601FIG. 3. Density profiles~in dimensionless units! of a two-component strongly interacting Bose system. Number of particles of



















tiothan their counterparts in the weakly interacting regim
First, in contrast to the weak interaction limit we do not ha
interaction strengths appearing in the nonlinear equatio
Second, various terms in the energy functional, for insta
the interaction terms for the condensate of the same spe
and those for different species, contribute to yield terms w
various powers ofc1 and c2. This is also at variance with
the weakly interacting system expressions, where ther
only one coupling term in the coupled nonlinear equatio
In the various panels of Figs. 2 and 3, we display the c
densate density profiles of the two species for different co
binations ofN1 , N2, and the mass ratiod5m1 /m2. We have
used the steepest descent method to solve numerically
coupled nonlinear equations forc1 and c2. Depending on
the parameters chosen we find that the condensates e
overlap in the same region of space, or show a segreg
behavior. To better understand the stability of the homo
neous phase of the two-component system~i.e., overlapping







































25Ni /L. In the above expression, we have n
glected the contribution of kinetic energy terms~TF approxi-
mation! and we have assumed that the trap potential is in
form of an infinite square well with sizeL. The homoge-









which yields 1/3,d,3. Outside this range of values ford,
the condensates are in the phase separated state. The d
profiles depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate these coexist
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whereLi is the spatial extent of each condensate. Minimiz









Although the numerical results presented in Figs. 2 and 3
for harmonic confining wells, our approximate mean-fie
treatment results are consistent with the observed beha
Our results are qualitatively similar to those found in 3
condensate mixtures, but the shape of the density profiles
determined by the strong coupling equations. Another imp
tant difference is that in 3D condensates the relative stren
of the interparticle interactions among the species are res
sible for the occurrence of different phases, whereas in
present case only the mass ratio is capable of produ
similar results. The model of a strongly interacting tw
component Bose condensate, thus, provides a useful exa
to study the different phases of condensate mixtures.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work we have considered the ground-state prop





















temperature. Although it is a matter of debate that, the in
action effects do not destroy the condensate immediately
cording to the Monte Carlo simulations performed at fin
temperature of Pearson, Pang, and Chen@13#. A finite tem-
perature analysis~finding a nonzero critical temperatureTc)
is necessary to establish the occurrence of a true BEC.
study was at zero temperature; thus, it does not address
transition to a Bose-Einstein condensed phase. The solut
of the 1D-GP equation, however, indicate the formation
spatial distribution of bosons of a finite size which may
construed as a condensate cloud. Using the exact solutio
the 1D homogeneous system of interacting bosons, we c
struct a new nonlinear equation to describe the conden
wave function in the strong coupling regime. The mixture
two such condensates in the strongly interacting reg
yields stability conditions similar to the weakly interactin
two-component 3D condensates. It would be interesting
extend our ideas to strongly interacting binary boson-ferm
mixtures. From an experimental point of view, it would b
useful to probe the strong interaction regime in the 1D
quasi-1D condensates.
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